
Stem cell function in homeostasis and aging: 
why time and food matter



How is tissue homeostasis maintained and why is it broken?

ADULT STEM CELLS 

- Daily business

- Retention of identity during damage (epigenetic)

- Change of identity under stress (epigenetic)

- Loss of function during ageing

- Neoplastic transformation



Circadian timing of stem cell function in homeostasis

• When to divide or remain quiescent?

• When to differentiate?

• Many developmental pathways (Wnt, Notch, Tgfb, Shh, etc)

• Minimize stem cell damage (e.g. segregate cell division from 
exposure to UV/ROS, etc)

• MSCs, adipose progenitors, HSCs, HFSCs, epSCs, muscle SCs, etc

Janich and Benitah, Curr Opin Cell Biol (2014)
Solanas and Benitah, Nat Rev Mol Cell Biol (2016)



Premature ageing when circadian homeostatic functions become arrhythmic

Bmal1KO arrhythmic SCs
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Janich et al., Cell Stem Cell (2013)
Toufighi et al., Plos Comp Biol (2015)

Janich et al., Nature (2011) 

A 90-year old skin in a 40-year old mouse



Complete BMAL1-KO (during embryogenesis) results in shortened life expectancy

Arthritis/Brittle bones

Uterus/Ovary degeneration-Sterility

Corneal degeneration-Blindness

Metabolic disorder, insulin resistance, obesity, atherosclerosis, neural disorders, skin aging,
muscle wasting, predisposition to cancer



Is timing of stem cell function altered during physiological aging?
Cause or consequence?



Experimental setup 

FACS-sort from 4 mice/6 time-points 
Young (3m) and Old (18m) mice

(1) Fed ad libitum with standard chow
(2) Fed with 30% CR (6 months)

(3) Fed with 40% HFD (3 months)

Is timing of stem cell function altered during aging?
Cause or consequence?

FDR <0.005

Epidermal (IFE) SCs
Muscle SCs

Liver
Intestinal epithelium



The core circadian clock machinery expression pattern is not affected by ageing

Arntl/Bmal1 Npas2 Per2 Per3

Nr1d1 Nr1d2 Cry1 Cry2

Adult: 12-week old

Aged: 90-week old
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Algorithm to detect 

rhythmic gene 

expression

The circadian clock output is strongly rewired during ageing in stem cells

3144 2309

Adult Aged

Circadian genes in Epidermal SCs

Adult: 12-week old

Aged: 90-week old
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2395 1560749

Adult
Common

Aged

Circadian genes in Epidermal SCs

The circadian clock output is strongly rewired during ageing in stem cells

Adult: 12-week old

Aged: 90-week old
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Algorithm to detect 

rhythmic gene 

expression



GO analysis Genomatix; pval<0.01 

Essential epidermal homeostatic functions are circadian in young epidermal stem cells

2395 1560749

Young Aged

HOMEOSTATIC
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GO analysis Genomatix; pval<0.01 

2395 1560749

Adult
Common

Aged

The circadian clock output reflects DNA damage, inflammation and oxidation in aged epSCs

STRESS-ASSOCIATED  
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Weeks of Age

*

Could CALORIC RESTRICTION prevent/revert the age-related clock defects? 

Caloric Restriction (food provided at onset of active phase and to 3/12 months old mice)
YND, YCR, OND, OCR

During 6 months

Transcriptome analysis
Epidermal stem cells (sorted)

Muscle stem cells (sorted)
Intestine (whole epithelium)

Liver (whole organ)

Paolo Sassone-Corsi, Pura muñoz



CALORIC RESTRICTION prevents age-related tissue traits 



CALORIC RESTRICTION: period, amplitude, phase

STEM CELLS
Same amplitude

Same period
Phase advancement

No change in number 



Common

Old ND only Old CR only

10081654

Caloric restriction restores homeostatic young circadian stem cell functions

Circadian in old SCs normal diet Circadian in old SCs CR

JTK pval < 0.005; Genomatix pval < 0.01



Calorie restriction significantly reduces DNA oxidation in aged epidermal stem cells

n=98



Aged SCs remain rhythmic

Rhythmic output is reprogrammed to cope with stress

Stress is tissue-specific: EpSCs (DNA damage), MuSCs (autophagy)

And systemic/niche-derived: inflammation and fatty acid 
metabolism

A set of essential functions remains unperturbed during ageing

Circadian reprogramming prevented by CR and exacerbated by HFD

Homeostatic circadian functions are lost during aging, but new stress-related functions 
become circadian in aged tissues: CIRCADIAN REPROGRAMMING 

Solanas et al., Cell (2017a)
Sato/Solanas et al., Cell (2017b)

Young Old
Homeostatic
functions

Stress response



Salzer et al., Cell (2018)
Marsh et al., Cell (2018) (Valentina Greco)

Sara Wickstrom (Helsinki)

How does the niche age?



Can Caloric Restriction revert dermal fibroblast aging? 



Y ND
2 months

OLD CR
18 months

7mo:CR

OLD CR-ND
18 months

7mo:CR
2mo:ND

OLD ND
18 months

Old CR

Old ND

Old CR-ND

Young ND

Experimental set-up for caloric restriction and CR+ND

FACS purificartion dermal fibroblasts

RNA-sequencing



p: 0.007
**

p: 0.0009
*** 

p: 0.0005
***

p: 0.03
* 

p: 0.004
** 

p: 0.5
n.s. 

Age-related adipogenic traits are significantly reverted by CR, but 
require constant CR

Pre-adipocyte Signature (Sca1+)Papillary Signature (CD26+)

GaGa analysis



• Circadian rhythms regulate physiology

• Can we use this premise to dissect stem cell function?

• Which functions are autonomous and which are systemic/niche-derived in young and old animals?

• What pathways regulate these two distinct functions?



Accepted model: The hypothalamus (SCN) coordinates timing of tissues

Other pacemakers
Timed food intake (Liver, Pancreas, Intestine?)

Daily temperature fluctuations (?)



New model to dissect tissue/stem cell function: Bmal1-stopFL mice



How do tissues communicate with each other?
To what extent timed stem cell function depends on this communication?
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WT – Wildtype (Bmal1 WT/ K14Cre +)
KO – Knockout (Bmal1 stopFL/K14Cre -)

RE – Reconstituted (Bmal1 stopFL/K14Cre +)

Animals kept in 12h L/D cycle

Experimental setup 



Surprise: The ability to have a circadian rhythm is tissue autonomous

Same results in liver and muscle



Rhythmic functions: autonomous versus systemic 

75%

25%

Autonomous
and Systemic/niche

Autonomous
functions



Time of feeding is not the entraining factor: RE mice feed randomly through the day

WT

RE



Autonomous rhythmic functions depend on light (not time-of-feeding)

Note: same result in liver and muscle



Functional relevance: Bmal1 expression in single tissues does not rescue shortened lifespan…

….but significantly prevents premature tissue ageing

A ¨40-year old¨ tissue in a ¨90-year old¨ mouse



¨Memory of time¨ branch

Systemic signals
Autonomous-response branch

?

Two branches maintain timing of tissue SC (and organismal) physiology

Light



Summary

• Timed tissue physiology can be divided into autonomous and 
dependent on systemic signals

• Tissue-autonomous rhythms maintain minimal homeostasis: if other 
tissues fail these functions remain unscathed (evolutionary advantage)

• Systemic signals: provide physiological coherence and robustness 
against external changes

Welz et al., Cell (2019)
Koronowski et al., Cell (2019)



Relevance I: this models allows dissecting communication between different tissues

Basic
Homeostasis

Communication
with liver?

Brain?

XX?

Double Cre crosses

What are the basic functions for a tissue? Pathways
Which systemic signals?

GENERATED MUTANTS
Keratin14-Cre/Hypothalamus-Cre

Liver-Cre/Hypothalamus
Liver-Cre/Muscle-Cre

Neutrophil-Cre
Kidney-Cre



Relevance II: Our modern life-style chronically places both timing branches in conflict: SOCIAL JETLAG

Perturbation of eating-fasting cycles

Perturbation of light cycles

Perturbation of sleep-activity cycles

Premature aging, metabolic disorders, neural disorders, predisposition to cancer
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